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Breakthrough Tactics on Being a Change Leader While Being Yourself
Are you tired of feeling like the only way to get ahead is to be someone you’re not?
Have you felt lately like a square peg trying to put yourself in a round-hole environment?
Do you wish you could just be yourself AND get the validation you deserve?
Change can be an intimidating word, especially for those of us who seem to spend our time at work and at
home constantly readjusting. We feel as though we’re constantly reacting to the Changes that occurring in our
life, and therefore the idea of Change causes us to feel uncomfortable. Yet Change is how we get from where
we are, to where we want to be.
So how can we get the most out of Change? By modifying our approach to it. We can decide to lead it rather
than to merely withstand, or manage, it. A big part of this move from managing Change to leading it comes
through becoming more authentic. Breakthrough Tactics on Being a Change Leader While Being
Yourself will show you how, by leading Change with authenticity we can get more of the things we want.
In this program, participants will:
• Understand the dynamics eﬀecting our view of Change
• Discern the diﬀerence between managing and leading
• Discover the practices for becoming more authentic
• Determine the methods for dealing with challenges
• You’ll be inspired to become more aware of the ways you can take greater control of the Change happening
in and around you to create more of the results you want.
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